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The Globalization of Americanization
Prefatory Note
Americanization is a strange process. It moves in spurts forward with
violent pullbacks from time to time, especially for the minorities in
America. Of course, this has been observed and studied intensely for
African-Americans, including some pieces published in MGDR (Bowles
2018, 2021; Gentry 2020). With Asian-Americans, the Americanization
process is even stranger – characterized by invisibility as well as
immobility, despite the oft-cited economic success of Asian-Americans
(cf. MGDR reviews of ‘Crazy Rich Asians’, Eckhardt and Kerrigan 2019;
Vijay 2019; Zhao 2019).
In late 2019, after the rapid rise and spread of the COVID-19
pandemic with origins in Wuhan, China, decades of ‘progress’ (or
perhaps, blissful ‘invisibility’) of Asian-Americans got shattered on many
fronts (Zia 2021, p. 54):
[A]lmost as fast as the news from Wuhan reached the U.S.,
Chinatowns began reporting intensified vandalism and
harassment, while business plummeted. TV news stations aired
pictures of Chinese Americans – in the U.S. – to accompany
their reporting in China, underscoring white America’s
entrenched patterns of ignorance and othering of Asian
Americans. And in March 2020, Donald Trump’s White House
unleashed incendiary rhetoric that was followed by a surge in
anti-Asian hate incidents across the country.
It is in this context that the relative commercial success and garnering of
awards, including an Oscar, by the Korean-American film ‘Minari’, is of
significance. Whether it represented a counter-signaling to the
anti-Asian ethos of 2019-2020 by a ‘liberal-leaning’ Hollywood, or a
genuine step forward in advancing our understanding of the
Asian-hyphenated America, we at MGDR believe that interpretive
reflections on Minari and similar films do provide many insights on the
processes of globalization, and associated cultural and economic
changes.

A Guest Editorial Piece
Multiple members of the editorial team were involved in connecting with
the authors of the media review pieces on ‘Minari’ in this MGDR issue,
and in reviewing the submissions. Because of these personal
involvements, we have asked MGDR Associate Editor Soonkwan Hong
to write a Guest Editorial for this issue (Hong 2021). Not only is he very
familiar with the media reviews that follow, as a Korean American
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himself, he is able to provide not just a scholarly but also a personal
perspective on the cultural, political and economic issues that films like
Minari raise, in America as well as globally.

In Closing
Before the readers turn to the Guest Editorial, we want to suggest an
intriguing possibility for some cultural shifts that could make our world a
better place. In America, there is a need to re-hyphenate everyone. The
privileged appropriation of the term ‘American’ – which, of course, is
resented greatly by the rest of the nations of the two continents bearing
the name ‘America’ – by white Americans has to stop. Let us, for say a
decade, re-hyphenate everyone in America, making available terms like
Euro-Americans, Scandi-Americans, etc. for the white folks. Then, as
the holding of prejudices, hurling of pejoratives and the “Othering” of
hyphenations become meaningless acts, first in America and then
globally, let us drop the hyphens. And, embark on the more ambitious –
and of course harder – path of dropping national identities. Perhaps the
discovery of intelligent beings on some exo-planets will spur this
process.
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